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Executive Lights

MN01

LAMP ASSEMBLIES FOR E1 AND E2
The E1 Executive utilizes the 15 lumen MN01 Lamp Assembly with a run time of 90 minutes. The E2
Executive utilizes the 60 lumen MN03 Lamp Assembly with a run time of 75 minutes.

BEAMFILTERS FOR THE E1 AND E2
The listed filters provide you with the ability to alter the light to a red (F05), blue (F06), or infrared beam
(F03) depending on your tactical need. The filters can be removed quickly to provide white light when
needed. The beamshaper (F04) produces a broader more diffused beam for close-up work, or for when an
intense tight focused beam is not desired.

Z01

F05 RED F06 BLUEF03 IR

12B BATTERY PACK LIGHT
Provides 3+ lumens of light for an amazing 50 hours! That’s almost five full nights of illumination when
you need it most.  It comes complete with 12 each 123A size lithium batteries and can serve as an
affordable source of batteries for other lithium powered Sure-Fire lights.  It is also an ideal place to use up
your almost discharged lithium batteries that you have removed from your other Sure-Fire lights.

12B

E1 EXECUTIVE
Compact size with integrated stainless steel pocket clip. Powered by one 123A size lithium battery for an
incredible 90 minute run time with 15 lumens of light output (that’s more output than a 2 “D” cell
flashlight).  Offered in either Gun Metal Grey or with a Type 3 Hard Anodized Grey finish.
They make a great gift.

BN01

LANYARD FOR E1 AND E2

F04
BeamShaper

The system consists of a lanyard and lanyard ring.  The lanyard is made of grey 600 para cord and includes
two cord locks and a spring clip for attaching to the lanyard ring.  The lanyard ring attaches at the tail cap
end of the flashlight.

E2 EXECUTIVE
The next step up in our popular Executive series, the E2 uses two 123A size lithium batteries which provide
an extra long 75 minutes of run time with an amazing 60 lumens of light output.  Offered in either Gun
Metal Grey or with a Type 3 Hard Anodized Grey finish.  The Executive series lights are great for plain
clothes and detective work, crime scene investigation, and many other tasks. They also make a perfect
gift.

GM = Gun Metal Grey
HA = Hard Anodized

F05 Red Bag $6.99
F06 Blue Bag $6.99
F03 Infrared Bag $59.99
F04 Bag $10.99

PRODUCT PACKAGING SUGG. RETAIL

E1-GM Box
E1-GM CS Clamshell
E1-HA Box
E1-HA CS Clamshell

PRODUCT PACKAGING SUGG. RETAIL

$59.99

$69.99

PRODUCT PACKAGING SUGG. RETAIL

E2-GM Box
E2-GM CS Clamshell
E2-HA Box
E2-HA CS Clamshell

$74.99

$84.99

PRODUCT PACKAGING SUGG. RETAIL

MN01 Bag
MN01 CS Clamshell
MN03 Bag
MN03 CS Clamshell

$11.99

$12.99

PRODUCT PACKAGING SUGG. RETAIL

Z01 Bag $9.99

12B Clamshell $49.99
BN01 Bag $4.99

PRODUCT PACKAGING SUGG. RETAIL
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G2-BK Box
G2-BK CS Clamshell
G2-OD Box
G2-OD CS Clamshell
G2-YL Box
G2-YL CS Clamshell

PRODUCT PACKAGING SUGG. RETAIL

$59.99

$59.99

$59.99

High Intensity Personal Lights

6P ORIGINAL
New and improved! Same high strength high quality aircraft grade aluminum construction, featuring precision
machining with the addition of a Lock-Out Tail Cap to prevent accidental discharge of light during tactical
operations, transportation, or storage. Provides either 65 lumens for one hour or 120 lumens for 20 minutes,
depending on which lamp assembly is used. New body accents for better ergonomics with an anti-roll bezel.
Available in Black or Gun Metal Grey.  Supplied with the P60 sixty five lumen lamp assembly.

G2 NITROLON
Virtually indestructible, lightweight Nitrolon composite non-metallic, non-conductive construction. Powered by
two 123A size lithium batteries which provide brilliant 65 lumen performance for one hour of constant use or
120 lumens with a run time of 20 minutes depending on which lamp assembly is used. The G2 can also be
converted to a rechargeable flashlight using our special KR1 conversion kit.  Available in Black, OD Green, or
Emergency Yellow.  Supplied with the P60 sixty five lumen lamp assembly.

Z2 COMBATLIGHT
The latest generation of our patented CombatLight, the Z2 now has the SUREFIRE Lock-Out Tail Cap, new
ergonomic body and the same adjustable combat shooting grip for the absolute perfect fit in your hand. Provides
65 lumens of light for one hour or 120 lumens for 20 minutes, depending on which lamp assembly is used.
Available in Black.  Supplied with the P60 sixty five lumen lamp assembly.

LAMP ASSEMBLIES

P60

P61

FILTERS, COVERS, & BEAMSHAPERS
F28 Cone

D2 DEFENDER
A common sense evolution of our 6P.  The D2 Defender features a pocket clip and a Lock-Out Tail Cap
integrated seamlessly into the new body style. Produces 65 or 120 lumens of perfect white light, depending on
which lamp reflector assembly is used. Available in Black.  Supplied with the P60 sixty five lumen lamp assembly.

C2 CENTURION
Our new C2 Centurion comes with a Type 2 Anodized Black finish or a Type 3 Hard Anodized Grey finish. The
C2 takes the design of our popular M2 Centurion and gives you the ergonomic body with the integrated combat
grip, a belt/pocket clip and a Lock-Out Tail Cap. The C2 comes with the P60 standard long life Lamp Assembly
and produces 65 lumens of intense white light. The C2 can also utilize the ultra high output P61 Lamp Assembly
to provide 120 lumens of light for 20 minutes.

The standard long life P60 Lamp Reflector Assembly produces an amazing 65 lumens of white light with
approximately 1 hour of runtime, while the Ultra High output P61 Lamp Assembly gives you nearly twice the
light at 120 lumens with a 20 minute runtime. Both models are for use in the G2, 6P, D2, Z2, C2 and M2 lights.

F16 IR
F24
BeamShaper F26 RedF27 Blue

P60 Bag
P60 CS Clamshell
P61 Bag
P61 CS Clamshell

PRODUCT PACKAGING SUGG. RETAIL

$19.99

$24.99

C2-BK Box
C2-BK CS Clamshell
C2-HA Box
C2-HA CS Clamshell

PRODUCT PACKAGING SUGG. RETAIL

$99.99

$109.99

PRODUCT PACKAGING SUGG. RETAIL

Z2-BK Box
Z2-BK CS Clamshell

$89.99

D2-BK Box
D2-BK CS Clamshell

PRODUCT PACKAGING SUGG. RETAIL

$99.99

6P-BK Box
6P-GM Box

PRODUCT PACKAGING SUGG. RETAIL

$79.99

F17 Cover
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AN14 Bag $8.00
A14 Bag $18.00
CN200 Bag $35.00
T001 Bag $6.99
T110 Box $9.99
B65 Bag $11.99

RECHARGEABLE CONVERSION KITS
The KR1 and KR2 Conversion Kits convert your 6P, D2 and G2 flashlights into Ni-Cad rechargeable flashlights.
The kits include an AC and DC rapid/smart charger, a B65 battery, and a body extending adapter.  The KR2 is for
aluminum models while the KR1 is for Nitrolon models.  The KR2 will also convert the Z2 and C2 but you lose the
ability to utilize the CombatLight body style when you do this.

AN14

COMBATLIGHT HOLSTER
This is the optimum tactical holster for Sure-Fire models G2, 6P, D2, Z2, and C2 two battery  lights and for the D3,
Z3, and C3 three battery lights.  The flashlights can be carried bezel up or bezel down for quick access in tactical
situations.  The V70 includes an assembly (not shown) for adjusting the holster to fit different belt sizes.

V70

V26

V27

V28

LEATHER HOLSTERS

V21

NYLON HOLSTERS
These are premium quality nylon holsters for two battery High Intensity Personal Lights.  Flap is secured with
Velcro.  The model V20 has a closed belt loop while the model V21 has a Velcro secured quick detach style belt loop.

V20

TURBO CONVERSION KITS for G2, 6P, D2, Z2, C2
The KT1 Turbo Conversion Kit gives your Sure-Fire handheld light extended range by using a larger precision
machined reflector and a special pre-focused lamp assembly. For long-range operation and threat identification, this
is the ultimate enhancement for your light. Available with a Black or Type 3 Hard Anodized finish. Kit includes turbo
head, adapter, and the N1 Lamp Assembly.

KT1-HA

TURBO LAMP ASSEMBLY for KT1
The N1 lamp assembly provides 65 lumens of light with a one hour run time.

N1

KR2 Kit

These are premium quality corner stitched leather holsters for two battery High Intensity Personal Lights.  They
incorporate an internal retention feature that keeps the flashlight from falling out, which eliminates the need for a
flap.  Choose from Clarino (high gloss) V28, Plain Leather V26, or Basketweave V27 finish. Fits standard 2 3/8 inch
wide Sam Browne belts.

V20 Bag $11.99
V21 Bag $12.99

PRODUCT PACKAGING SUGG. RETAIL

KT1-BK Box $99.99
KT1-HA Box $104.99

PRODUCT PACKAGING SUGG. RETAIL

N1 Bag
N1 CS Clamshell

PRODUCT PACKAGING SUGG. RETAIL

$22.99

PRODUCT PACKAGING SUGG. RETAIL

KR1 Box $69.99
KR2 Box $79.99

V70 Bag $21.99
V70 CS Clamshell $21.99

PRODUCT PACKAGING SUGG. RETAIL

V26 Bag
V26 CS Clamshell
V27 Bag
V27 CS Clamshell
V28 Bag
V28 CS Clamshell

PRODUCT PACKAGING SUGG. RETAIL

$23.99

$25.99

$27.99

PRODUCT PACKAGING SUGG. RETAIL

Two Battery Models (Six Volt)

T110

CN200

B65A14

T001
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High Intensity Personal Lights
D3 DEFENDER
This is the three battery version of the D2 Defender.   It gives you all the same important features but provides the
power of three 123A size lithium batteries producing either 105 lumens for one hour, or 200 lumens for 20 minutes
using our Ultra High output lamp assembly.  Available in Black.  Supplied with the 105 lumen P90 Lamp Assembly.

Z3 COMBATLIGHT
The three battery version of the Z2 CombatLight complete with a Lock Out Tail Cap, new ergonomic body, and the
adjustable combat grip. Provides 105 lumens for one hour or 200 lumens of light for 20 minutes depending on the
lamp assembly used. Available in Black.  Supplied with the P90 lamp assembly and a lanyard system.

C3 CENTURION
The C3 is the three battery version of the C2. It gives you all of the same important features but provides the power
of three 123A size batteries producing either 105 lumens for one hour or 200 lumens for 20 minutes (using our Ultra
high output lamp assembly).  Available in Black and in Type 3 Hard Anodized Grey.  Supplied with the P90 Lamp
Assembly.

LAMP ASSEMBLIES for D3, Z3, C3

P90

The standard long life P90 Lamp Reflector Assembly produces an amazing 105 lumens of white light with approxi-
mately 1 hour of run time, while the Ultra High output P91 Lamp Reflector Assembly gives you nearly twice the
light at 200 lumens with a 20 minute run time. Both models are for use in the D3, Z3, and C3 lights and fit nicely
in an SC-1 Spares Carrier for field deployment.

TURBO CONVERSION KITS for D3, Z3, C3
This conversion gives your Sure-Fire handheld light extended range by using a larger precision machined reflector
and a special pre-focused lamp assembly.  For long range operation and threat identification, this is the ultimate
enhancement for your light. Available in Black or Type 3 Hard Anodized finish.

TURBO LAMP ASSEMBLIES
The N2 lamp assembly provides 105 lumens of light with a one hour run time.

LANYARD SYSTEM FOR ALL HIGH INTENSITY PERSONAL LIGHTS

SPARES CARRIER
A necessary piece of equipment, the Spares Carrier holds six 123A size lithium batteries and a replacement lamp
assembly in a compact water-resistant case. This will ensure that you are able to replace any necessary parts quickly
and safely when in the field.  The SC1 holds the P60 Type Lamp/Reflector Assemblies and the SC2 holds the N2 type
Lamp Assemblies.

SC2

Z33

P91

N2

The system consists of a lanyard and lanyard ring. The lanyard is made of Black 550 para cord and includes two cord
locks and a spring clip for attaching to the lanyard ring. The lanyard ring attaches at the tailcap end of the flashlight.

PRODUCT PACKAGING          SUGG. RETAIL

KT2-HA

Z3-BK Box
Z3-BK CS Clamshell

$109.99

D3-BK Box
D3-BK CS Clamshell

PRODUCT PACKAGING          SUGG. RETAIL

$119.99

C3-BK Box
C3-BK CS Clamshell
C3-HA Box
C3-HA CS Clamshell

$119.99

PRODUCT PACKAGING          SUGG. RETAIL

                       $129.99

P90 Bag
P90 CS Clamshell
P91 Bag
P91 CS Clamshell

PRODUCT                 PACKAGING          SUGG. RETAIL

$24.99

$26.99

KT2-BK Box $104.99
KT2-HA Box $109.99

PRODUCT PACKAGING          SUGG. RETAIL

N 2 Bag
N 2 CS Clamshell

PRODUCT PACKAGING          SUGG. RETAIL

$26.99

Z33 Bag $11.99
PRODUCT PACKAGING          SUGG. RETAIL

SC1 Bag
SC1 CS Clamshell
SC2 Bag
SC2 CS Clamshell

PRODUCT PACKAGING          SUGG. RETAIL

$14.99

$14.99

(C3 Centurion
Not shown)

D3

Z3

4



LEATHER HOLSTERS

V10

V11

V18

NYLON HOLSTERS

V16

V17

The listed filters provide you with the ability to alter the light to a red, blue, or infrared beam depending on your
tactical need. The filters can be flipped open to instantly provide white light when needed. The beamshaper (F24)
produces a broader more diffused beam for close-up work or for when an intense tight focused beam is not desired.
The cover (F17) blocks the light and can be flipped open when light is needed. The Traffic Cone (F28) can be put
on the end of your light for special situations and then easily removed.  All of these special tools are for use with any
of the following: Models: G2, 6P, D2, Z2, C2, D3, Z3, and C3.

These are premium quality corner stitched leather holsters for three battery High Intensity Personal Lights.  They
incorporate an internal retention feature that keeps the flashlight from falling out, which eliminates the need for
a flap.  Choose from Clarino (high gloss) V18, Plain Leather V16, or Basketweave V17 finishes.  Fits the standard
2 3/8 inch Sam Browne belt.

These are premium quality nylon holsters for three battery High Intensity Personal Lights.  The flap is secured with
Velcro.  Offered with either a closed belt loop (V10) or with a quick detach Velcro belt loop (V11).

F28
TrafficCone

F16 IR

F24
BeamShaper F26 Red F27 Blue

F26 Bag $16.99
F27 Bag $16.99
F16 Bag $64.99
F17 Bag $11.99
F24 Bag $16.99
F28 Bag $8.99

PRODUCT PACKAGING SUGG. RETAIL

PRODUCT PACKAGING SUGG. RETAIL

V10 Bag 14.99
V11 Bag 15.99

V16 Bag 25.99
V17 Bag 27.99
V18 Bag 29.99

PRODUCT PACKAGING SUGG. RETAIL

FILTERS, COVERS & BEAMSHAPERS

F17 Cover

 3 Battery Models (Nine Volt)
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8NX415 Box 134.99
8NX000 Bag 74.99

CHARGER SYSTEM COMPONENTS

T001

T210

Advanced Rechargeables

8AX415
System

B90

LAMP ASSEMBLY

X80

8NX415
System

TURBO CONVERSION KITS
The KT5 Turbo Conversion Kit gives your Sure-Fire handheld light extended range by using a larger precision
machined reflector and a special pre-focused lamp assembly.  For long range operation and threat identification this
is the ultimate enhancement for your light. Available in Black or Type 3 Hard Anodized finish. The kit includes
turbo head, adapter, and N5 Lamp Assembly.

KT5-HA

TURBO LAMP ASSEMBLY

N5

8NX COMMANDER
This is the new “Nitrolon” 8X Flashlight, constructed of a nearly indestructible aramid composite polymer, and
unequaled in cost effective performance.  The complete 8NX415 system comes with two Sure-Fire B90 rechargeable
batteries, each of which will provide 50 minutes of run time using the 110 lumen lamp assembly that is supplied.  The
charger is both rapid and smart, and comes with both an AC power module and a DC auto adaptor.  The switching is
both tactically and ergonomically correct, and with the gridlock pattern molded into the body, the 8NX can be used
with heavy gloves and won’t slip out of your hand in hot humid weather.  The 8NX000 is the flashlight alone, with
one battery and no charger.  The 8NX is also available in Olive Drab and Emergency Yellow on a special order basis.

8AX COMMANDER
It is hard to say enough about the quality, performance, and value of this flashlight.  It shares the same basic patented
design and uses the same batteries and charger as the 8NX described above.  The 8AX415 also comes with two B90
batteries, the rapid/smart AC/DC charger, and has the same switching system, light output (110 lumens), and run
time per battery.  What’s different is its premium aluminum construction, with full hard anodize finish and the use
of optically coated tempered Pyrex for the window in the bezel.  Available in Type 3 Hard Anodized Black and Type
3 Hard Anodized Grey.

The long life X80 Lamp Assembly produces an amazing 110 lumens of white light with approximately 50 minutes
of run time using the B90 battery.  For use in the 8NX and 8AX lights, the X80 fits nicely in an SC1 Spares Carrier
for field deployment.

The N5 lamp assembly for the KT5 System provides 110 lumens of light with a 50 minute run time using a B90
battery.

The CN400 Rapid/Smart Charger Head is powered by either the T210 AC power source or the T001 DC Auto
Adaptor.  These items are available separately.

PRODUCT                PACKAGING          SUGG. RETAIL

KT5-BK Box 109.99
KT5-HA Box 114.99

N5  Box 26.99

PRODUCT PACKAGING           SUGG. RETAIL

PRODUCT   PACKAGING          SUGG. RETAIL

CN400 Box 34.99
T001 Bag 6.99
T210 Box 14.99

PRODUCT  PACKAGING          SUGG. RETAIL

B90 Bag 17.99

PRODUCT  PACKAGING          SUGG. RETAIL

X80 Bag 24.99

124.99

184.99
8AX415-BK  Box
8AX415-HA  Box
8AX000-BK  Bag
8AX000-HA  Bag

PRODUCT  PACKAGING          SUGG. RETAIL

PRODUCT PACKAGING          SUGG. RETAIL

CN400

6

BATTERY
The B90 Battery is the replacement Ni-Cd battery for 8NX and 8AN Commander series flashlights, and also for
the 9AN flshlight.



The listed filters provide you with the ability to alter the light to a red, blue, or infrared beam depending on your
tactical need. The filters can be flipped open to instantly provide white light when needed. The BeamShaper (F70)
produces a broader more diffused beam for close-up work or for when an intense tight focused beam is not desired.
The Cover (F62) blocks the light and can be flipped open when white light is needed.  The Traffic Cone (F68) can
be put on the end of your light for special duty situations and easily removed.  All of these special tools are for use
with the 8NX and 8AX Commander Series tactical lights.

The patented V72 CombatLight holster allows the 8AX or 8NX to be belt carried either bezel down, for quick one
handed removal (with the hand gripping the flashlight as it is going to be used), or bezel up to accommodate the
use of filters, BeamShapers or other bezel mounted accessories.  Molded from high strength engineering polymers,
it also incorporates a belt width adjustment feature that allows its secure use with any size belt.

These are premium quality corner stitched leather holsters for the 8NX and 8AX Commander Series flashlights
which incorporate an internal retention feature that keeps the flashlight from falling out and which eliminates the
need for a flap.  Choose from Clarino (high gloss) V38, Plain Leather V36, or Basketweave V37 finishes.  Fits
standard 2 3/8 inch wide Sam Browne belts.

These are premium quality nylon holsters for the 8NX and 8AX Commander series rechargeable flashlights.  The
flap is secured with Velcro.  The model V30 has a closed belt loop while the model V31 has a Velcro-secured quick
detach style belt loop.

F66
RED

F67
BLUE

F70
BEAMSHAPER

F62
COVER

F69 IR

F68

COMBATLIGHT HOLSTER

LEATHER HOLSTERS

V36

V38

V37

NYLON HOLSTERS
V30

V31

PRODUCT PACKAGING          SUGG. RETAIL

V30 Bag 14.99
V31 Bag 15.99

PRODUCT PACKAGING          SUGG. RETAIL

V36 Bag 25.99
V37 Bag 27.99
V38 Bag 29.99

V72 Bag 23.99
V72 CS Clamshell 23.99

PRODUCT PACKAGING          SUGG. RETAIL

V72

FILTERS, COVERS & BEAMSHAPERS for 8NX, 8AX

F66 Bag 17.99
F67 Bag 17.99
F69 Bag 79.99
F62 Bag 14.99
F70 Bag 17.99
F68 Bag 8.99

PRODUCT PACKAGING          SUGG. RETAIL

7



9AN415-BK Box
9AN415-HA Box
9AN000-BK Box
9AN000-HA Box

9AN COMMANDER
This is the third flashlight in the Commander series, and it shares the use of the same B90 Ni-Cd battery and
CN400 Rapid Charger that are used by the 8NX and 8AX flashlights.  As with the 8AX, the patented 9AN
features premium precision machined high strength aluminum construction, a hard anodized finish, and the
use of optically coated tempered Pyrex for the window in the bezel.  Where the 9AN differs is that it
incorporates two lamps to provide two levels of light output, either a potent 140 lumens or a more modest
20 lumens.  Simply rotate the head of the flashlight to select the amount of light needed for the task at
hand.  The 9AN415 comes with two B90 batteries and the Rapid/Smart AC/DC Charger utilized for both the
8AX and the 8NX flashlights.  The 9AN000 is the flashlight alone, with one battery and no charger.  It is
offered in either a Type 3 Hard Anodized Black or Type 3 Hard Anodized Grey finish.

Advanced Rechargeables

LAMP ASSEMBLY

BATTERY

TURBO CONVERSION KITS
The KT3 and KT3-HA Turbo Conversion Kits give your SUREFIRE handheld light extended range by using a larger
precision machined reflector with a special pre-focused lamp assembly. For long range operation and threat identi-
fication this is the ultimate enhancement for your light. Available with a Type 2 Black or Type 3 Hard Anodized
finish.  The kits include the Turbo-Head, adaptor, and N3 lamp assembly.

TURBO LAMP ASSEMBLY

9AN415-HA
System

N90

B90

N3

The N90 replacement lamp assembly for the 9AN flashlight includes two lamps, the main lamp which produces 140
lumens and which has a 40 minute run time using the B90 battery, and the second lamp which produces 20 lumens
of wide angle light for two hours.

PRODUCT PACKAGING SUGG. RETAIL

$219.99

N90 Bag $34.99
PRODUCT PACKAGING SUGG. RETAIL

The B90 is the replacement Ni-Cad battery for 9AN flashlight, and also for the 8NX and 8AX flashlights.

The N3 provides 140 lumens for 40 minutes with the main lamp and 20 lumens for 2 hours with the secondary lamp,
both of which are included in the assembly.

KT3-HA

N 3 Bag $38.99
PRODUCT PACKAGING SUGG. RETAIL

KT3-BK Box $139.99
KT3-HA Box $139.99

PRODUCT PACKAGING SUGG. RETAIL

B90 Bag $17.99
PRODUCT PACKAGING SUGG. RETAIL

8

$159.99



FILTERS & COVERS for 9AN

F36 Red F37 Blue

F39
IR

F32 Cover
BeamShaper

F34

Traffic Cone
F38

COMBATLIGHT HOLSTER

V71

LEATHER HOLSTERSV46

V47

V48

NYLON HOLSTERS

V41

V40

The listed filters provide you with the ability to alter the light to a red, blue, or infrared beam depending on your
tactical need. The filters can be flipped open to instantly provide white light when needed. The BeamShaper (F34)
will adjust the flashlight beam to a broader more diffused focus for close-up work when an intense tight focused beam
is not desired. The Cover (F32) allows for the light to be stored with no chance of damage to the lens and can be
flipped open when white light is needed. The Traffic Cone (F38) can be put on the end of your light for special duty
situations and are easily removed.

Leather Holsters for 9AN series- Choose from Clarino (high gloss) V46, Plain Leather V48 or Basketweave finishes
V47.  Fits standard 2 3/8 inch Sam Browne belt.

Nylon Holsters for 9AN series- complete with the SUREFIRE Logo. Flap is secured with Velcro. Two styles of
attachment:  Belt Loop (V40),  Adjustable Velcro Flaps (V41).

The V71 molded combat holster is an ideal way to carry your rechargeable 9AN series flashlight.

F36 Bag $18.99
F37 Bag $18.99
F39 Bag $89.99
F32 Bag $16.99
F34 Bag $18.99
F38 Bag $11.99

PRODUCT PACKAGING SUGG. RETAIL

V71 Bag
V71 CS Clamshell

PRODUCT PACKAGING SUGG. RETAIL

$24.99

V46 Bag $30.99
V47 Bag $34.99
V48 Bag $36.99

PRODUCT PACKAGING SUGG. RETAIL

PRODUCT PACKAGING SUGG. RETAIL

V40 Bag $15.99
V41 Bag $16.99

9



10

LAMP ASSEMBLIES FOR THE 10X

MN30

MN31

This may well be the most advanced rechargeable flashlight ever made, and it certainly is the most potent
law enforcement rechargeable tactical flashlight yet developed.  The Dominator incorporates two inde-
pendent yet merged lamp/reflector systems to provide, at a touch, either an unprecedented 500+ lumens
of blinding force option light, or alternatively, 60 lumens of brilliant general illumination light.  Key to
its effective use in law enforcement situations is its tactically correct two stage tail cap switch system.
Press lightly on the button and you get 60 lumens.  Press more firmly and you get your 500+ lumens of
blindingly bright light, that can be used in an instant to temporarily visually disable a suspect or to
immediately see or evaluate a long range threat.  The run time using the 60 lumen lamp is about 3 hours,
and it drops to about 20 minutes when the flashlight is run at the 500+ lumen level.

The 10X911 flashlight system includes the 10X000 flashlight with the 500 lumen MN31 Lamp
Assembly, 60 lumen MN30 Lamp Assembly and a rapid and smart AC/DC charging system.  The C900
charger head will accept and charge the flashlight with the battery in place, and it comes with both the
T210 AC power source and the T001 DC auto plug adaptor.  The battery for the 10X is built into the
“body” of the flashlight, which we refer to as the B20 battery module, and could be charged on the charger
while the flashlight remains in service using a spare battery module or as an alternative, the flashlight
(body with head attached) could simply be put on the charger to charge the battery.

B20

MN32

BODY/BATTERY MODULE
The B20 battery module forms the body of the flashlight and incorporates the moving elements of the two stage
switch system as well as the interface with the charger.  It contains the four individual Ni-Cd batteries, wired in
series, that power the flashlight.

CHARGER SYSTEM COMPONENTS
The C900 charger head accepts the B20 battery module with or without the head of the flashlight in place.  The
module is inserted and then rotated 90 degrees to lock it into the charging head.  This is an important feature when
the charger is mounted inside a vehicle, as it keeps the flashlight/battery module secured in case of an accident.  The
C900 head is powered by either the T210 AC power source or the T001 DC auto adaptor.  These items are available
separately as listed below.

C900

T210 (USA)
T220 (UK)
T230 (Europe)
T240 (Australia)
T250 (Japan)

T001

The 10X uses two separate lamp assemblies, one in each of its two reflector systems.  The lamp used in the smaller
reflector is the MN30, and it produces 60 lumens of light and runs for about 3 hours on a fully charged B20 battery
module.  The lamp used in the larger reflector is the MN31.  The MN31 and the MN30 together put out over 500
lumens of light, with a run time of about twenty minutes.  The MN30 and MN31 are supplied with the 10X.  A third
lamp assembly, for the small reflector, is also offered.  It puts out about 110 lumens of light and runs for about 90
minutes.  The use of this lamp, rather than the MN30, increases the total light output on the “max” setting
accordingly to well over 500 lumens, with a modest reduction in run time.

10X911 Box $349.99
10X000 Box $279.99

PRODUCT PACKAGING SUGG. RETAIL

PRODUCT PACKAGING SUGG. RETAIL

C900 Bag $69.99
T001 Bag $6.99
T210 Bag $14.99

PRODUCT PACKAGING SUGG. RETAIL

Advanced Rechargeables

PRODUCT PACKAGING SUGG. RETAIL

B20 Box $54.99

10X DOMINATOR

The construction of the 10X parallels that of our other Sure-Fire flashlights.  The molded portions of the body
and head are of nearly indestructible aramid composite polymer and the two reflectors are precision machined from
solid bars of aircraft grade aluminum, and hard anodized on their exterior surfaces for maximum durability.  This is
a flashlight that represents a new paradigm for both military and law enforcement use of light, and one that
everyone will want to own.

MN30 Bag $24.99
MN31 Bag $26.99
MN32 Bag $24.99
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F66 Red
F67 Blue F69 IRF62  Cover

F70 BeamShaper

Here we have taken the ultimate two lithium  battery powered flashlight to the next level.  The M2  Centurion now
has a shock isolated bezel with an optically coated Pyrex window, stainless steel pocket clip, Lock Out Tail Cap,
Type 3 Hard Anodized finish, combatlight body design, and it comes with  both a P60  and a P61 lamp assembly.  For
now, it doesn’t get any better than this, with either 65 or 120 lumens of perfectly focused brilliant white light at your
fingertips and the ability to take this light anywhere, whether you are in the jungle, jumping out of planes, or
swimming out of submarines.

LAMP ASSEMBLIES FOR THE M2

P60

P61

The standard long life P60 Lamp Reflector Assembly produces an amazing 65 lumens of white light with approxi-
mately 1 hour of run time, while the Ultra High output P61 Lamp Assembly gives you nearly twice the light at 120
lumens with a 20 minute run time. Both models are for use in the G2, 6P, D2, Z2, C2, and M2 lights and fit nicely
in an SC1 Spares Carrier for field deployment.

Our latest generation infrared lighting tool now has a hard anodized finish and produces a smooth beam of infrared
light for use with night vision devices or weapon scopes.  The M1 will run for 8 hours on one 123A size lithium
battery.  It includes a lanyard system.

PRODUCT PACKAGING SUGG. RETAIL

M2 Box $149.99
PRODUCT PACKAGING SUGG. RETAIL

P60 Bag
P60 CS Clamshell
P61 Bag
P61 CS Clamshell

PRODUCT PACKAGING SUGG. RETAIL

$19.99

$24.99

FILTERS & COVER, AND BEAMSHAPER FOR M2 MILLENNIUM CENTURION

F66 Bag $17.99
F67 Bag $17.99
F69 Bag $79.99
F62 Bag $14.99
F70 Bag $17.99
F68 Bag $8.99

PRODUCT PACKAGING SUGG. RETAIL

The listed filters provide you with the ability to alter the light to a red, blue, or infrared beam depending on your
tactical need. The filters can be flipped open to instantly provide white light when needed. The beamshaper will
adjust the flashlight beam to make it broader and more diffused for close-up work, or for when an intense tight
focused beam is not desired. The cover allows for the light to be stored with no chance of damage to the lens and can
be flipped open when white light is needed.

M1 MILLENNIUM INFRARED ILLUMINATOR

M2 MILLENNIUM CENTURION

M1 Box $110.00
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MN15 Bag
MN15 CS Clamshell
MN16 Bag
MN16 CS Clamshell

PRODUCT PACKAGING SUGG. RETAIL

$27.99

$29.99

MN10 Bag
MN10 CS Clamshell
MN11 Bag
MN11 CS Clamshell

PRODUCT PACKAGING SUGG. RETAIL

$27.99

$29.99

Special Operations Lights

LAMP ASSEMBLIES FOR THE M3T

MN15 and MN16
NOT SHOWN

M3T MILLENNIUM COMBATLIGHT
This is the turbo version of our M3 Millennium CombatLight.  It is the choice of operators who won’t compromise
and who want extended range and threat identification capability in the smallest and most rugged package.  It comes
with both 125 lumen (MN15) and 225 lumen (MN16) Lamp Assemblies, as well as a tactical lanyard system.

The standard MN15 lamp assembly provides 125 lumens of white light with nearly one hour of run time, while the
Ultra High Output MN16 provides nearly twice the light at 225 lumens with a 20 minute run time. Both models fit
nicely in an SC2 Spares Carrier for field deployment.

M3T Box $274.99
PRODUCT PACKAGING SUGG. RETAIL

FILTERS & COVER, AND BEAMSHAPER FOR M3 MILLENNIUM COMBATLIGHT
See following page for descriptions.

These are the optimum tactical holsters for Sure-Fire models M2 and M3 special operations tactical flashlights.
The lights can be carried bezel up or bezel down for quick access in tactical situations. The V72 accommodates the
M2 Centurion as well as the 8NX and 8AX Commander series flashlights.  The V71 accommodates the M3
Millennium CombatLight as well as the 9AN Commander flashlight.

$24.99

$23.99

PRODUCT PACKAGING SUGG. RETAIL

V71 Bag
V71 CS Clamshell
V72 Bag
V72 CS Clamshell

FM15 Bag $29.99
FM16 Bag $29.99
FM13 Bag $89.99
FM17 Bag $22.99
FM14 Bag $29.99

PRODUCT PACKAGING SUGG. RETAIL

M3 MILLENNIUM COMBATLIGHT
The patented M3 Millennium CombatLight and its turbo version, the M3T, are the ultimate three battery special
operations tactical flashlights.  They feature our combatlight body design, a Type 3 Hard Anodized Grey finish, and our
Lock-Out Tail Cap.  This Millennium flashlight has hardware continuity with the Millennium WeaponLight systems
for the Colt, Sig, H&K carbines as well as our new Military Universal systems.  It is supplied with two lamp assemblies,
the MN10 and the MN11 which produce an amazing 125 lumens or 225 lumens of light output respectively, and it
comes with a tactical lanyard system.

LAMP ASSEMBLIES FOR THE M3

The standard long life MN10 Lamp Reflector Assembly produces an amazing 125 lumens of white light with
approximately 1 hour of run time, while the Ultra High output MN11 Lamp Assembly gives you nearly twice the
light at 225 lumens with a 20 minute run time. Both models fit nicely in an SC2 Spares Carrier for field deployment.

M3 Box $224.99
PRODUCT PACKAGING SUGG. RETAIL

V72

FM15 Red FM16 Blue
FM13 IR

FM17 Cover

FM14 BeamShaper

MN10 MN11

V71

COMBATLIGHT HOLSTER



FILTERS, COVER, & BEAMSHAPER FOR THE M3T, M4, AND M6

FM 26 Blue

FM23 IR

FM25 Red

FM27
Cover

LAMP ASSEMBLIES FOR THE M6
MN20 MN21

M4 MILLENNIUM  DEVASTATOR
This is a true force option tactical flashlight, with a Type 3 Hard-Anodized Grey finish and a shock isolated bezel
and Lock-Out Tail Cap.  Powered by four 123A size lithium batteries the M4 can give you 225 lumens for
approximately one hour or 350 lumens of blinding bright light for 20 minutes.  The larger 2.5 inch reflector allows
for greater range to penetrate the darkness and for greater force option effect.  The M4 comes with both the
MN60 and MN61 lamp assemblies as well as a tactical lanyard system.

M6 MILLENNIUM MAGNUM
The Millennium Magnum Assault Light is Type 3 Hard Anodized Grey, and has an internal battery magazine that
holds six 123A size lithium batteries for quick in the field replacement.  There is nothing quite like the M6 with its
2.5 inch size head for long range applications and true force option capability.  The M6 comes with two lamp
assemblies, MN20 with 250 lumens for one hour or the devastating MN21 with 500 lumens for twenty minutes of
awesome light power.  The M6 has parts-compatibility with a “B” series Millennium WeaponLights for rifles,
carbines, and SMG’s.

LAMP ASSEMBLIES FOR THE M4
MN60

MN61

FM24 BeamShaper

The standard MN60 lamp assembly provides 225 lumens of white light with nearly one hour of run time, while the
Ultra High Output MN61 provides a devastating 350 lumens with a 20 minute run time. Both models fit nicely in an
SC2 Spares Carrier for field deployment.

The standard MN20 lamp assembly provides 225 lumens of white light with nearly one hour of run time, while the
Ultra High Output MN21 provides twice the light for a wall of light at 500 lumens with a 20 minute run time. Both
models fit nicely in an SC2 Spares Carrier for field deployment.

The listed filters provide you with the ability to alter the light to a red (FM25), blue (FM26), or infrared beam
(FM23) depending on your tactical need. The filters can be flipped open to instantly provide white light when
needed. The beamshaper (FM24) will adjust the flashlight beam for a broader more diffused focus for close up work,
or for when an intense tight focused beam is not desired.  The Cover (F27) allows for the light to be stored with no
chance of damage to the lens and can be flipped open when white light is needed. These new millennium model filters
feature a Pyrex lens and our new positive locking closure to ensure the filter stays in place during tactical operations.

M4 Box $284.99
PRODUCT PACKAGING SUGG. RETAIL

MN60 Bag
MN60 CS Clamshell
MN61 Bag
MN61 CS Clamshell

PRODUCT PACKAGING SUGG. RETAIL

$27.99

$29.99

PRODUCT PACKAGING SUGG. RETAIL

M6 Box $349.99

MN20 Bag
MN20 CS Clamshell
MN21 Bag
MN21 CS Clamshell

PRODUCT PACKAGING SUGG. RETAIL

$27.99

$29.99

FM25 Bag $39.99
FM26 Bag $39.99
FM23 Bag $124.99
FM27 Bag $24.99
FM24 Bag $39.99

PRODUCT PACKAGING SUGG. RETAIL

SPARES CARRIER
SC1 - For “P” Series Lamp Assemblies
SC2 - For “MN” Series Lamp Assemblies

A necessary piece of equipment, the Spares Carrier holds six 123A size batteries and a replacement lamp assembly
in a compact water-resistant case. This will ensure that you are able to replace any necessary parts quickly and
safely when in the field.

SC1 Bag
SC1 CS Clamshell
SC2 Bag
SC2 CS Clamshell

PRODUCT PACKAGING          SUGG. RETAIL

$14.99

$14.99
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